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Abstract
In this paper we present a simple and explicit construction for matrix realizations of
Littlewood-Richardson sequences as defined in MacDonald (LG. Macdonald, Sym-
metric Functions and Hall Polynomials, Oxford Univ. Press, London. 1979). A Lit-
tlewood-Richardson sequence is a sequence of partitions that determine, among other
things, the isomorphism types of a module, submodulc, and quotient module over a
discrete valuation ring of characteristic zero. A matrix realization provides a method for
using a Littlewood-Richardson sequence to build matrices over such rings whose in-
variant factors are prescribed by these modules. Earlier constructions (0. Azenhas, E.
Marques de Sa', Linear and Multilinear Algebra 27 (1990) 229-242~ O. Azenhas, Linear
Algebra Appl. 225(1995) 91-116) were based on different definitions for such sequences
and utilized conjugate partitions in their constructions. Our results avoid their use of
conjugate partitions and are direct and explicit. © 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights
reserved.
1. Introduction
In this paper we will present a simple and explicit construction for matrix
realizations of Littlewood-Richardson sequences. Liulcwood-Richardson se-
quences are sequences of partitions used to index various objects in comb-
inatorics, representation theory, and module theory [1,2]. Our chief interest
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here is in their use to code isomorphism types for torsion modules, submod-
ules, and quotient modules over a discrete valuation ring of characteristic zero
(for example, finite abelian p..groups). A "matrix realization" of a Littlewood-
Richardson sequence is a matrix realization for the torsion module, subrnod-
ule, and quotient module determined by the sequence. More than one defini-
tion for Littlewood-Richardson sequences has been proposed [3--5], though
these definitions have been shown equivalent cornbinatorially and at the
module-theoretic level. It is our contention that not all of these definitions are
equally suited fur matrix realizations. Previous constructions [6,7l based on
the definition found in Klein [4] are somewhat difficult to implement and re-
quire the use of conjugate seq uenccs (defined below) which complicate matters,
Our work is based on the definition found in MacDonald [3] which is well
known to combinatorialists. This definition not only lies closest to the com-
binatorial underpinnings of the subject, but allows an elegant and straight-
forward construction of the matrix realization.
2. Definitions, Lk-sequeuees
A partition is a sequence of non-negative integers;' == (1.1, ),2, ), such that
all but a finite number of the ).j are zero, and A, ~ )~2 ~ ).3 ~ The number
1).1 :== )., +}.2 +." is the weight of the partition, and the maximum value of i
such that ).; ¥ 0 is the length of )., denoted by I(A). Partitions are often de-
scribed pictorially by Ferrel'S' Diagrams (sometimes called Young Diagrams),
where we write a row of ).;-nlany boxes for each i, and stack and left..align the
rows, starting with i = I at the top. For example, the Ferrers' diagram asso-
dated to the partition ). == (14,10,8,6) would look like:
-_._-
.-
- I I I I
..-'
Given a partition )., we may form the conjugate partition J.' by defining ).; :=
the number of boxes in column i. The Young diagram for t is obtained by
taking the transpose of the diagram for ).. Given partitions )., u, we write Ji C ).
if Ji; ~ ).; for all i. Given partitions I!, )~ such that Ii C I., we may form the skew-
diagram ). - Jl, which is the portion of the Ferrers' diagram of ). remaining after
removing the diagram for p: If we set ). = (14, 10,8,6) as above and
Jl == (8,5,2, I), then the skew diagram A- u is:
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Definition ([3]). Let S = (J.(f}),I.(I}, ... , )./1')) be a sequence of partitions. The
sequence S is a Littlewood-Richardson Sequence (LR-sequ.ence) of type
(p. \1; I.) if and only if
(LRl) ;.(0) = Jl, i.(r) == ;., and )y-I ) C ;.[i) for all i.
(LR2) The skew diagram ;Y) - ;~(j -l) is a horizontal strip, that is, in the
skew diagram there is at 1110St one box in each column. Furthermore, the
weight of ;Y} - ;Y-I) (the number of boxes in the horizontal strip) is equal to Vi.
We say, overall, the skew diagram ). - It has content v,
(LR3) We have the so-called word condition
k ktl
L:( ' (i ) - ~(i-Jj) ........ L:('Uo'-\l _~ (i ) )I.· I. . -::::- I. 0 I.-j j j j
I= I i>I
for i ~ I and k ~ O.
This imposing formula found in (LR3) above may be interpreted as follows:
Imagine filling the horizontal strip ;Y) - ;Y-I) with vi-many i's, where
\' == ("I, V2, •••• Vi, ••• j. Then the word condition says that once we have filled
the entire skew diagram ;. - u, there are at least as many i's occurring in the
first k rows as there are (i + l l's occurring in the first (k + 1) rows. \Ve shall
often use this interpretation to explain various features of LR-sequences. We
shall refer to this presentation as a LittlewoodRichardsonfilling" of the skew
diagram ;. - u. In particular, we see that LR3 implies that no i's occur in the
diagram row i arid that the numbers in the filling are COIl/11m strict, that is,
strictly increasing in any column of the skew diagram, The filling is also non-
decreasing in the rows as we proceed from left to right. For example, suppose
Ji == (8,5,2, I), v = (11,6,3,2) and ;. == (14, 10.8,6). Then the following would
be a Littlewood-Richardson filling of the skew diagram }. - Ji (the bullets
denote the shapeof the diagram for u, and the numbered boxes are the filling of
the skew shape):
• • • • • • • • 1 1 11 1 11111
• • • • • I I 'J
.) .)
...,
- -
• • 1 1 'J
.) :~ :J
-
...
• I
.) :~ ~J .:1
--
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An important property of the Littlewood-Richardson filling is that if we
consider the skew-shape formed by the Z's, 1'8. 4's, etc., and re-index the
numbers 50 that the 2's beC0111e I's, tl.e 3's become 4's, ctc., then the resulting
filled skew-shape is also .~~ Littlewood-Richardson filling. For example, if we
convert t\-JC above Littlewood-Richardson filling by changing the 1'5 to *,
remove the top row, and decrease the remaining numbers by I, we get:
• • • • • * * 1~ ~
it • * *
1 1 'J .)... ...
• * 1 'J :3 :~...
We sec that what remains is a Littlewood-Richardson filling of the reduced
skew shape.
The definition we have given here for LR-sequences is that given in Ref. [3].
Other definitions have been used and have probably contributed to some
confusion in the field. Most of these differences occur by introducing conjugate
partitions at various stages. We will discuss some of these differences and their
effects below.
LR-sequences arecombinatorial objects. Given partitions It, v, and ;.. we may
be unable to find even one Llc-sequcnce of type ('i, V; )..) (an obvious necessary
condition is that Ji C ). and v c z, though this is far from sufficient). However,
the existence of Littlewood-Richardson sequences for a given triple of parti-
tions ()l, v; )..) has important consequences in algebra and representation theory.
Chiefamong these for our purposes is the following result.
Proposition 2.1 ([3-5]). Let c;;:\., denote the number of LR..sequences of type
(/1', l"; A.'), where A.' denotes the conjugate partition ofs. Let R denote an arbitrary
discrete valuation ring of characteristic zero. Then c;;:\" > 0 if and only it there
exist finitely generated torsion modules .ll, ._,V·, and 2) such that
I..A'· C 2, and ,// r"V 2) !-IV.
2. ...//~ (R/till R) ffi (R/t Jl1R) EB .•. ,
,A"-~ (R/t'" R) EB (R/t"1R) EB "',
!L} ~ (R/ri' l R) ffi (R/ t i'1R) EB . •. ,
where t is a uniformizing parameter for the discrete valuation ring R.
Conjugate partitions appear to be 'in integral part of the above result.
However, it is well known that for any triple of partitions (tl. v; 2) we have
C;;:," > 0 if and only if c;;\. > 0 (a purely combinatorial proof can be found in
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Ref. [8]). Thus there is no it priori reason to introduce conjugate partitions into
our constructions.
Let . // denote a finite torsion module over R. If .// f'V (Rjtill R)ffi
(Rltll~R) fB ..., we will denote by inv~ ..//) the partition IL :::: (Ill' 1'"2' ..• ) and refer
to this as the invariant partition of . II.
Since ./1 b finite and torsion, we may find a free R-tl1odulc :1r , whose ~ .in'c is
equal to l(inv( . /1)), along with an endomorphism 4),11: ,1" ~ ,~ and an
epimorphism n : .'1' -t ./1 so that we have the exact sequence
Since :~ is a free module, we may represent the map (/)./1 by a matrix M (after
determining a choice of basis for .¥). By the well-kno.,n theory of invariant
factors we may find invertible R-matrices P and Q such that
where 11 :::: I(inv(..l/» and inv(,.//) = (til ,Jl2'" .). We will again let inv(M) de-
note the partition It = (Ill' 1l2'" .). Combining all of the above, we may recast
the Proposition 2.1 in the following form.
Proposition 2.2. lIe;;" > 0 we mayfind 11 x 11 matrices M, N, lind Lover R where
n = l(inv(L)), such that L == MN, inv(N/) == IL, inv(N) == v, and inv(L) == )., and
conversely.
3. Matrix realizations of LR-sequcnces
By the above proposition, if S = ().(O), ... , )..(1')) is an LR-sequence of typo
(Jl, v: ).), then there must exist matrices M,N, and Lover R so that MN == Land
inv(M) == u, inv(N) == v, inv(L) == ).. Such matrices will be referred to as a
matrix realization of the LR-sequence S. The process of finding such realiza-
tions amounts to constructing matrices determining certain torsion modules,
where the types of the modules (or equivalently, the invariant factors of the
matrices) ar . determined by a given Lk-sequcnce.
T:1.~ choice of definition for an Lk-sequence may impact the type of matrix
reanzation that may be obtained. In Ref. [4], an LR-sequence of typ. ((X, p, ).)
was defined to be a sequence of partitions a > (a(O\a(l) , .... a(r)) such that
a(O) = (x, a(r) = )., and aU) - a(i- I) is a vertical strip such that the lengths of the
strips aU) - aU-I) form the conjugate partition to fJ. Azenhas and Sa' [6], using
Klein's definition, define a matrix realization of an LR-sequence (0:, {J, A) (in the
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sense of Klein) to be a seq uence of matrices Ao•BI. B~ ~ .B, such that
inv(Ao) == ~, inv(AoB I ... B,.) == i. and inv(Bj ) == (1.1, .... 1,0, 0 ), where the
number of ones is the length of the ith row of the conjugate partition {i'. The
construction presented there requires a fair amount of work to get to the
matrices, Azenhas [7] has recently produced an analysis of opposite LR-se-
quences for which matrix realizations are constructed for a number of related
partitions dual to a given triple (jl, v; i.).
We will follow Macfronald's definition. and produce matrix realizations
of an LR-sequence without mention of conjugate partitions. Given an
Lk-sequence S.. we will associate to it the sequence of partitions
(\I(O),\I(I), ••• .v'", ... .v'") where \, (0) == (0.0.0, ...), and \,(il:::: ("I.l'2•...• \'i ~O.
0, ...). Under the interpretation of an LR-sequence as a filling of a certain skew
diagram, the partitions "Ii) correspond to partial filling so that v( I) determines
the number of I's in the diagram, ,,(2) determines the number of 1's and Z's, \,(~J
determines the l1U111ber of ls.. 2'5 and 3's. etc. Then by the definition of an LR-
sequence we must have v(") == \'. So we have the following.
Definition. Suppose we are given an Lk-sequence S. By a factored matrix
realization for the Lk-sequence S of type (tt, v; i.) we shall mean a set of r + 1
matrices M, NI , N2, •• • ,N,. so that
I. inv (M) =: fl,
2. inv (N1N2 .•• Nd ::: \,U) == (\'1, \'2•... , \'i , 0, 0....) for all i,
3. inv (MN, N2 .•• N,.) =: I..
Factored matrix realizations code up the Littlewood-Richardson filling of
the skew diagram ;. - II. Our main result is a simple construction of factored
matrix realizations from a given Llc-sequence.
Theorem 3.1. Let S == (i(()) •... ,i.(")) be all Lk-sequence of type (Jl, \': i.). Let
n == /(}.). Define 11 x 11 11tatrices M.N"N2~ ... N,. oter R hy
I. M =: diag (tl lll , /'1" .. 1 •••• , t ' 11 , t'l] ) ~ so 0 ~ 1'1/ ~ /111_1 ~ ••• ~ Jll •
2. Set kij equal to the number ofboxes in row j ofthe horizontal strip iY) - ;Y-I)
for 1~ i ~ r (recall that kij == 0 U' j < i). That is, kij will denote the number
0/' i's in rOll' j in the filling (~l the skew shape. Then define tile block matrix
Ni by
I~J
where
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rr- 0 0 0
1 /"',11 -1 0
0 Ikl,,, ' ~
71=
0 I
0
0 0 0 '''' ,i
and 1i-I is (111 (i - 1) X (i - I) identity matrix.
Then M, N, ~ N~ , .. . ,NI' is a factored matrix realization of the Lll-sequence S.
Before beginning the proof of this theorem, we will compute an example. Let
!i:::= (8,5 ,2.1) , \' =: {11 ,6,3 ,2) and z == (14,10,8 ,6). We will use the following
Littlewood-Richardson filling of the skew diagram ;. - Ii to determine an LR-
sequence:
1 1 1/11 1/1 1
1: 1 .) 'J .)... ... ...
·I~-
1 1 .) t) ;j ;3... ...
1 t) :3 .-1 ·~l...
So, for instance, k l l = 6,k l 2 = 2,kJ3 == 2, and kl4 = I. Then by the theorem
we define
t 0 0 0
0 12 0 0
M==
tS0 0 0
0 0 0 18
t a 0 0 1 0 0 0
1 (2 0 0 1 /2 0 0N,=
0 1 {2 0
N2 =: 0 I (3 0
0 0 1 16 0 0 0 1
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Note the following properties of this matrix: The order (as a power of I) of the
diagonal entries of N satisfies
ord(Nu) = }'i - Iii
and the order of the entries along the bottom row satisfies
ord(N4.d = k4- iA- i •
Also, we see that the order of entries as one proceeds to the right in any row or
upwards in any column is non-decreasing, Using this fact, we may clear entries
to the right and above the 12 in the first column, last row and obtain
0 _t5 _/6 _(9
0 (_rt - (5) (_(5 _ ,6 _ 17) (-l' - ,9 - flO)
0 _(3 (_(5 _ (6 _ t7) (_t 7 - 2tR)
/2 0 0 0
This matrix maintains the order relations described above, so we may continue
clearing entries above and to the right of the _/3 in the second column, third
row, etc. We eventually obtain (after multiplying rows by suitable units):
o 0 0 III
o 0 II 0
o (3 0 0
/1. 0 0 0
from which we conclude inv(N) :::; (II, 6~ 3,2) == v. We then check
MN=
L
(/6 + ,7 + /8)
(l + 2/9 )
t lO
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Now we see that the orders arc non-decreasing as we proceed downwards in a
COIUnll1, so by appropriate row operations alone we can conclude the invariant
factors of the matrix are
/6 0 0 0
0 I K 0 0
0 0 flO 0
0 0 0 / 14
So that inv(MN) == (14. 10.8.6) == I..
Proof. Clearly bv(Al) == Ii. We claim
inv(A1N1N2 • •• Ni )
((II" +t k,.,,) ·(1/,,_ 1 +tk,,,_). .... (II; +tk,.}
(1/;- 1+~k"i-I)' (11;- 2 +tk.d-2) ....dll +kl.1).
,\ -- I ,\ --. 1
where kij is the number of F: in row j in the Littlewood-Richardson filling of
the skew diagram ;~ - It. We will prove this claim by induction on t. At i == I we
have
I,I" t" ],/1 0 0
/,111- 1 1 (kLII I
0 1
0
til I 0 0 tk l l
1,III+k),11 0 0
/, /11-1 r/I,,-I+hIlJ
0 III'J_.~
0
0 0 till /,ql-kLl
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Since ;,(il - ;Y-I) is a horizontal strip, we must have III +ku ~ fll-I for all
) ~ I ~ /I, Thus by adding _1 ' 111 I-U'n +kl.n) times row ) to row 2 of the above
matrix, then -IJ'1l ~-fli/J TI-kl." II times row 2 to row l etc., we may transform M,V1
into diag(IJ'/J +k1.II, /"/11 +kl.lI I, ••• 1 lJ11 +kl.l ). Since these row operations preserve in-
variant factors, we have proved our claim for i == J. The inductive step follows
identically by the argument just given by noting that in any Littlewood-
Richardson filling of the skew diagram ), - Ii with content \', we may form a
new skew diagram and Littlewood-Richardson filling by removing the first i-
many rows and ;~;~~m'lbcriHg them so the old row (i + I) becomes row L the
old row (i +2) becomes row 2, etc. We then extend the Ilk 's in {the new) rows I
through i by absorbing the numbers I through i in those rows. and re-indrxing
the filling so thut the remaining i + 1's become I's, the i +Z's become Z's, etc.
Thus checking that A1NJN2 ••• N; I-J has the currect invariant factors amounts to
repeating the [irst step of the proof given above on the reduced diagram on the
rows from i + I to 11. In particular,
( (
1/ ) ( I1-J )inv (MN1N2 0 0 oN,.) = II" + ~k:,." , 11.-1 + ~k',"_1 , .. 0'
It only remains to show inv(NIN~ ... N;) :::: "Ul , for i == 1, ... .r. We do this by
induction on i. The base case inv(N t ) == ,,(I l == (\'1,0,0, . .. ) is easily established.
Indeed, after performing row operations alone we may put N1 in the form
o 0 o
o
o o
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from which inv(Nt) = \,( I) f0J1ow5 immediately, We will inductively assume
then that we may use row operations only to put the product N1N2 ••• N; into
the form (denoted by . I 'j)
o
t'll (_l)n-l
t"2 (_1)n-2
Oix(n-i)
*
*l(n-i) x(n-i)
........................................................... ..................................: _ .
t'/i-ki,n
:tv ·- k · -k ' I: I 1,n I,n-
.
,
tk· ·+k"+l1,1 ',1
L t
k ' ,1,1
where we assume
1. The symbol O;X{II-il is a i x (11 - i) 0 matrix.
2. The symbol 1(l/-i) x (II-i) is a (n - i) x (12 - i) identity matrix,
3. The upper right-hand block has (J ( -1 )(II- j ) , for 1~ j ~ i along the as-
cending diagonal, and zero's above. The orders (as powers of t) of terms to the
right of the jth element (generically labelled by the block *) of the ascending
diagonal are all greater than or equal to l'j.
4. The lower right-hand block has descending powers of t along the left-
hand column of the block (that is, column n - i + I of the whole matrix),
beginning with (";-li, .II , then t,';-k;.n-k;.II .. I, etc., until reaching tk,., in the bottom
row, and the orders of the elements are non-decreasing to the right of these
elements in each row (again labelled by with *).
Thus, we may assume for purposes of induction that inv(N1N2 · •• N;) == vU),
since now by column operations we may first clear the entries in the bottom
(11 - i)-rows of the right-hand block. In the first i ..many rows, we may then use
column operations to clear all entries to the right of each /" j (-I )(II-j ) , so our
matrix may be put in the form
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o
oix (n-i)
o
... ~ ~""""""'''''' ~ ~ -.. , - ..
l(n-i) X (n-i) Oix(n-i)
From which it follows invfNIN~ ... Nj ) =: v'", For the inductive step, we
multiply. I '; above by NUt J I and obtain. I '; . NUt I)
rows
1
through Oix(n-i-l)
o
o
t Il1 (_ 1)U- l
tV 2 (_ 1)n-2
*
tk - -J ,I
on
I'OWS
through
o
. ,
row(i +1) -t 'tk~';'~:~~"""''''{j''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''r''· ..·O· ·l·..····i~i·~k·::~·· ..···.. ··· ·..· ·..·····..·..* ..
......................... , , , -:" : .
1 tk;+~,n-I 0: 0 (-k.,,,-k.,n-. *
tk ' I "+21 i1+ ,I I 0 f tk i,i + ki ,i+ l
1 jtki+1'-i+lj
(i + 2)
column
(n - i)
Where, as before. the * indicates rows whose orders increase as we proceed to
the right, and the large U's denote upper or lower triangular blocks of zeros. By
row operations alone we 111ay put. t 'j • N(i+-1) into the same Carol as .'j'i, sat-
isfying conditions (I )-(4) above, from which it will follow inv(N,N2 • • •
NN ) - ii,·I)i (i-rl) - l' .
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By (LR3) in the definition of Lk-scqucnccs (the word condition), we have
ki-t1.iJ) ~ki.i' So. if we add the multiple -tk' ,l"~ times row 11 of.l·i·Nli . l ) and
add it to row 11- I (clearing thc ,k r.I I ••' term in row 11 -- I). row 11-1 becomes
where the first non-zero tcrm appears in column 11 - i, and the further terms to
the right are all in non-decreasing orders of t. By word conditions
ki f1.ill ~ ku- and ki , 1.i . 1 + kj, 1.i.~ ~ k., + ki.i~ I. SO. the orders (with respect to
powers of t) in row 11 - I above is en!irely non-decreasing, since the order of
(tk,.t 1k" ' ,1 . 2 + /k"fku.') is the minimum of k., +kj , I.i.~ and ku + kj.; , 1.
\Ve then add _tAi l l .r - ~ times row 11 - I to row 11 - 2. and then _(A/.II,,1 times
row 11 - 2 to row 11 - 3. etc.. and again by the successive word conditions at
each stage we see the order of the entries remain non-decreasing as we proceed
from left to right in the lower right-hand block formed from the least U+ 1)-
many COlU11111S. Thus. we proceed up the rows until row i + l, and find
*
till ( -1 )n-l
t112 ( _ 1)n - 2o
o(i+l)x(n-i-l) ·
·
·
·
1 tVi +l (_ I )T1 - (i+l )
.. .................... ......- : - .
· tVi+l-ki+l,fl
l(n-i-l)x(n-i-l) *
This is the form required for the inductive step. now at (i + I). and we are
done. 0
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